Dependable Homebuyers Offers Services To
Those Who Want To Sell Land Fast
June 17, 2019

Dependable Homebuyers, a national property buying company, has announced that they are buying
land across the nation. They have been expanding their services so that anyone who owns land in
any part of the US can sell land fast to Dependable Homebuyers. Thus, they are looking forward to
buying land from any location in any kind of situation.
Dependable Homebuyers owner Evan Roberts says, “We’re so excited to announce that our services
are now available all over the US and it doesn’t matter what kind of situation you are in. Selling to
Dependable Homebuyers means that you will not have to argue over commissions or hidden fees
with a real estate agent and you will be able to rest assured that the amount offered is what you will
walk away with at the closing table. Our team of professional land buyers will take care of everything
and answer all of your questions throughout the process.”
In a previous press release, Dependable Homebuyers had announced that they are ready to buy
houses from homeowners dispite a slowing real estate market. This can be gleaned from
https://www.pressadvantage.com/story/28915-dependable-homebuyers-issues-advisory-aboutslowing-real-estate-market-in-maryland. At the present time, they would now like property owners to
know that they are ready to buy land in any kind of situation in any location in the United States.
Evan Roberts wants to point out that they are interested in any piece of land, no matter the situation.
Whether it is vacant, raw, or unwanted raw land, anywhere in the United States, they will still make an
offer so that homeowners who are interested can sell their land fast. Landowners, whatever their

reason for wanting to sell their land fast, may want to contact Dependable Homebuyers, whether it is
rural, agricultural, or undeveloped land that they want to sell.
The major advantage of their offer is that closing would be fast because there would be no real estate
agent or any middleman. They will be buying the land directly from the owner. Thus, there would be
no need to pay any fees or commissions so that not only would the transaction take a much shorter
time than the conventional way of selling land but the seller would be getting the full amount that will
be offered by Dependable Homebuyers.
Furthermore, Dependable Homebuyers would be paying in cash so there would be no need to wait for
the approval of a bank. Evan Roberts wants to emphasize that there would be no need to argue with
a real estate agent regarding commissions and hidden fees. Sellers will be able to rest assured that
the amount offered will be what they will get when it comes time for the closing. The company’s team
of professional land buyers will handle everything during the process and they will answer any
questions from the sellers.
Evan Roberts explains that the best way to sell land is to work directly with the buyer. This is because
real estate agents rarely put as much time and effort to selling land compared to selling houses. Also,
when a parcel of land is listed with a realtor, the real estate commissions and other brokerage fees
are included in the selling price, making the land appear to be more expensive. With the lack of
enthusiasm in selling land and its increased listed price, it is common for a piece of land to be on the
market for a long period of time.
Dependable Homebuyers is a real estate developer who specializes in helping homeowners who
want to sell their property fast. Those who require more information on the offer by the company to
buy any kind of land in any location or situation can visit their web page at
https://www.dependablehomebuyers.com/land/ or they can simply call them on the phone or contact
them via email. They are committed to responding to any email within 48 hours. But for those who
need to reach them more quickly, the best way to contact them is through the phone.
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